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Comm. Delivers Preliminary Findings
By BillLoooey

A student trustee committee
designed
to investigate
all
aspects
of undergraduate
academic and eItra-curricuiar
life on campus has released a
preliminary report detailing the
results of Its findings. A comjrehensive final report will be
presented to President Ames and
the Boord of Trustees in six
weeks.
According to outgoing SGA
President Richie Licbtenstein,
who will remain as co-chairman
of the committee with AnIta De
Frantz
'74, the report
is
"something similar to a five year
plan presented from the students
point of view. The pre1imlnary
report is merely an attempt -to
focus and sort out the areas we
believe to be most important.
We'll make specific recommendstlons in the final report."
The committee has sponsored a
questionnaire and tbe ten student
members have conducted further
research individually. In the
academic sphere, the committee
is currently investigating various
options and alternatives to imjrove the academic quality of
courses offered within the con-

specific recommendation
to
increase
the Social Boards
budget and separate it from the
student Activities fee. "Tbe
purpose of the Committee is to
inject some student ideas Into the
areas of college life which concernsus mostdirect1y. So far, the
Trustees have been most cooperative. We've been received
with interest. I know the Committee will be instrumental in
determining
tbe direction of
undergraduate life in the neIl
few years," Lichtenstein coneluded. Newly elected SGA
President Rick Allen will also
serve orr'tbe Committee in it's
deliberations and will act as a
liason to Student Government.

fines of budgetary restrictions.
Ideas inelude the use of more
port time faculty to lessen the
burden on full time instructors,
expending course offerings to
include perhaps a few minority
oriented courses, combining
depsrtments to reduce academic
expenditures and establisbing
guidelines for minimum and
maximum course enrollment.
Cbairman
Lichtenstein
also
reevealed that the Committee is
"deeply concemed" about the
continued quality of applicants to
the College and said that the
Committee was finnly behind a
"thoroughly diversified student
body."
The report also says that the
"maximum use of all campus
facilities is a significant festure
in planning Conn College life." It
also stressed the advisibility of
an lleconomic approach tJ toward
this goal. Specifically,
the
Committee plans to study the
institution of a meal plan, the
construction or designation of an
area for social functions and a
"re~aluation"
of the present
dining arrangement: When the
final report is released In April,it
will most probably include a

STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE
STUDENT TRUSTEE COM·
MITTEE
Michael Cassatly
Pat Dingle
Dav .. Gosnell
Andrew Hemingway
Unds Hersbenoon
Len Lu Priore
Ann Rumage
Paul Sanford
Darryle Sfunette
Scott Vokey
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Come hell or high water ... Construction of the new
library moves inexorably onward.
pboto by Bancala
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By CarIn Gordon
The Student Organization
Budget is $5,000 richer, thanks to
a reallocation of funds from the
Connecticut College preliminary
budget. This money, which
!ltudent Government officials
have been trying to get for some
time, will nol result in any further increase in tuition or the
student activities' lee.
A\th<nigb "pleased \bat we got
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Berrigan Speaks Out

College Budget. Mr. Ames says,
"The College is reluctant at this
time to Increase tbe student fee
directly, as we are reluctant to all
increases."
"The money will be allocated
next
fall in the Student
Organizstion Budget," according
to Mr. Lichtenstein, "with a large
bulk of the new funds going to the
Social Board."
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Election

UcbteDsteln upJaJned that it
an American soldier holding • "comes
nowhere
close
to
"Zippo" lighter appeared on resolving our actlvltles' budget
many front pages. The soldier, problem. Tbe extra funding
wbo bad just blown up a Nortb capped a year-long effort on the
By Walter Palmer
Vietnamese village witb tbe part of Student Government for
Growing Interest In student
instrument;
was quoted as: greater monies.
government was evident In last
saying, "We bad to destroy that
President of the College, Oakes
week's student
government
village In order to save it." Ames stated, "Student Governelectlons. ApjroIimately 72 per
Kissinger,
pulling what he ment focused on it effectlvely as
cent of the student body voted,
thoughtto be a public' relations a need; the Student-Trustee
easily surpassing the twa-thirds
stunt, bad the South Vietnamese Uaison Committee talked about
quorwn of 1013 votes.
officials
present
gifts
to It, and I realized that it was
In Rick Allen's presidential
Washington area veterans of the top priority."
.
victory ,1121students voted out of
Indo-China
War that were InThis reall~tion
of funds will
a total student body of 1520.Mr.
scribed with "In gratitude from raise
neIt
year's
Student
Allen received 400votes, or 35 per
tbe Saigon people for your Onlanization budget to S4Q,ooo.
cent of tbetotal. Jason Frank was
sacrifice on our behalf." The gift "The money was taken !rom bere
the runner-up with 295votes, or 26
was a "Zippo" lighter.
and there In the College budget,"
per cent of the vote. There were
Truth Hard to Find
uplained Mr. Ames, and won't
195a1lsentlons.
Berrigan continued by con- really sbow up in the budget."
Janet Pugh had a vicefessingthat it is an "immense job Divided by the expected number
presidential ylctory witb 371
to get tbe truth of the situation of students next fall, the Increase
votes, or 33per cent. Ken Crerar
(Viet Nam War). We've been ther amounts to an extra f3.20 per
received 243 votes, and Ted
for twenty-sis years and an't get student. The present student
Hathaway received 134 votes.
tbe trutb from the government. activities' fee is $22.50.
There were 272abstentions, or 23
We don't comprehend it because,
Some Student Government.
per cent.
in a total war situstion, the officers would \lire to see the
Leslie Margolin repeated as
people responsible ar totalized." student activities' fee Increased
J.B. Chairman with 528votes, or
Since tbe war was not on our to _~ or $50, and suggest that
over 50 per cent. Unda Batter
own soil, Berriganfelt that it was these funds could be covered by
received 292 votes. There were
Impossible for American citizens Ith;::e~g;,e::;ne~r~a::;l",::in:;;c,;,r~eas::.:e;';'i;;,n..:;tb;;;e_.243_.a.bsten_.tI.o.ns
•._~
.,
to not oruy comprenena
its
magnitude, but also realize its
effect. However, once the aftermatb bad made an impsct,
"the backwash wouid interfere
Letter from College Council p. 2
with one's thinking, implying
that tbe massive tragedy would
begin to fester in people's minds.
Palmer on the job market
p.3
He declared that "in order to win
a people's wart you have to drive
them back to zero." It was obvious that, to Berrigan, while
The Divine Syndrome p. 5
trying to achieve peace with
r

emerged in profit seeking by Pam A1Iapoulios
Harkness Chapel Seemed to be bigher ecbelons are obsessed by
it. The mannfacturing of arms is
tbe logical place to bouse the
exchange tbat occurred between the most profitable enterprise
we're into."
the voluble Phillip Berrigan and
He remarked
that at tbe
the loquscious congregation of
students and professors. The begilUling of eacb college lecture
be delivers, it is customary to
'featured speaker, a guest of Mr.
start out by telling a story that
George Daugban's and Mr. Larry
"will manifest "the obscene show
Korb's government
course,
in Viet Nam." He recalled that
"Peace and War in the Nuclear
when Kissinger bad difficulty in
Age," drew a large audience as
well as a critical response to his obtaining funds from Congress to
support the war, he invited
past illegal actions and ever
President Thieu and His cabinet
Jresent jililosojily of passivism.
to come and lobby in April and
Berrigan commenced with a
June of 1974 (despite the fact that
monologue that empbasized the
can
"tragic overtones of war as no foreign goverrunent
legaliy lobby). At about the same
national policy. We've been
time, a newspaper photograph of
solidly at it since 1941. We -are

More for Student Org.
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Greater Involvement New Blood for SG A
Oneof the true tests of the health and stability of any
system of campus government lies in the degree of
confidence it inspires from its restive and pre-occupied
constituency of students. It is by now common
knowledge that a quorum was reached In last week's
election. It is also common knowledgethat the ballot box
was not presented to the voter on a sliver tray at breakfast for his or her convenience. Most students went out
of their way to vote, and this seems to us to show that a
significant majority of the student body is interested in
where this campus is going in these uncertain times of
economic and political disarray.
It is our estimation that the SGA is still a viable
operation, a going concern, a forum in which students
can express their gripes and concerns before their own
peers. Besides the Courier, it Is the only organization
with a campus-wide constituency. Therefore, it is Virtually important that the SGAcontinue to push Ideasand
programs beneficial to the entire student body. The
Courier also hopesthat, as a result of the election, the
SGAhasreceived a vita{ infusion of new blood. Wethink
that many students voted last week because they
realized that the quality of life here is In danger due to
economic pressures on the College to curtail programs
and services.
We think the major concern of the SGA in the next
year should be in preserving the quality of life as it
exists now. The Courier would like to be optimistic, but
the realities of budget cuts, cost increases and tuition
hikes lead us to conclude that our future may not be
quite as comfortable as our past.
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It all adds up .

Many people have expressed extreme anxiety over
the proposed budqet for 1975-76.However before one
attributes the entire high cost of education solely to
inflation, let us consider what we are costing ourselves.
It has been estimated by Mr. Knight that the current
wave of destruction and miscellaneous rip-offs cost the
Collegean average of $75,000per year. These expenses
include: shoplifting, theft of dinnerware, broken windows and furniture, and the general misuse of College
facilities. The implications of these unnecessary expenditures hurt the College Community not only
directly, but also indirectly.
The figure of $75,000represents an average expenditure of approximately $48.50per student based on
1.550students. This amount is over twice the current
student activities fee and it represents the average
budget allocation of an academic department as well.
A savings in this gross expenditure could well be
applied to- either an academic or student organization
budqet, In the long run, this means you get more at
Connecticut College for your money. Consider these
facts the next time you try to rip yourselves off!
CollegeCouncil
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The position of Editor-in Chief
IS now open.

If mterested, please come to
the board meeting
tonight
mCro212
at6:30
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to the editor --about the problem. I leave the
heat on at all times (except late
at night) In the hope that I will
find .my room temperature at
least still comlortable upon my
return, thus providing an expensive insurance
against
discomlort. I would propose a
return to the old heat distribution
system. Obviously thennostats,
and the unpredictability
they
create, are not helping the fuel
conservation program at all.
Yours truly,
Kenneth Kabel 1976

_

could mean Compound 1080 and
strychnine, as well as the M-44
cyanide device, which Is now
being
permitted
under
"emergency"
and "eJ:per~
lmental" conditions.
If it is important to you that the
ban on poisons is kept, please
write to:
President Gerald Ford
- The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
and also to:
The Honorable Rogers C. B.
Morton
Secretary of the Interior
Washington, D. C.20242
Ask each to support
the
Presidential ban on the use of
poisons to kill predators on public

To the Editor:
Once agllin I read with consternatlon President Ames announcement In the February 21
Issue of the Campus Communicator concerning the Increased use of energy on our
college campus. He very gravely
discussed Increased use of fuel oilto heat our donnitories
and
buildings, and the effects that the
Increased usage of oil have on the
college budget I would like to
reply to that statement with an
observation
concerning
this
matter.
I noticed that all donnltories
To the EdItors:
have had thennostats placed In
The replies to Craig Chapman's
Jands.
corridors or entrance halls since article appeared to me to fail to
Another important matter is
last year. These thennostats
discuss the issues raised in the
now at stake In Washington. The
seem to tw-n the steam on and off original article. The Issue raised
when the temperature reaches was whether the ieadership of Department of the Interior has
proposed
injurious
wildlife
the comlort extremes.
Con- student government was too close
sequenUy, the heat is entirely on to the administration; because of regulations Which are basically
sound and which would greatly
or off at various hours of the day. it, they were not representative
reduce the trapping and imIt Is my understanding (due to an of the student body. Alter reading
portation of foreign birds and
unofficial
statement
by a the list of accomplishments of the
other wildlife to satisfy the U.S.
pbysical plant employe) that the S.G., the question is still unanpet trade. Pet dealers and others
thermostats supplanted
the swered.
are now seeking to weaken these
heating method employed during
Adam Schneider
regulations.
Therefore,
it is
past years.
urgent that those concerned with
In the past the steam was sent
the preservation of wildllle write
through the pipes at either V., \2,
a separate letter to the Secretary
% or full pressure. This practice
Insured that at any hour of the To the EdItor,
of the Interior. In it, please express your strong opposition to
day one could open the radiator
The National Wool Growers
the weakening of the injurious
valve and be assured of at least AssOciation Is launching an allsome heat. I used to be able to out-letter-writing campaign to wildlife reguiatloJ1!l.as published
In the Federal. Register
of
turntheheat off In my room when persuade President Gerald Ford
February, 1974.
leaving for a period of time and to cancel the Executive Order
infonnation taken from a letter
be assured that when I returned ban on the use Of poiBon,Sfor'
from the Defenders of Wildlife to
there would be at least some predator control on public lands
ita members.
warmth to keep me cmortable.
which
was
Instituted
by
With the advent of thennootata I' President Nixon.
Seiden Prentice
find that I can never tell when
The overturn of the ban on
there will be heat, c<ll8eQuenUyI poisons would be a catastrophic
never turn my radiator
off blow to the cause of wIId1lle
because I fear that when the hat conservatIon.
To the EdItor:
goes off, my room will cool off
-It
appears
that
the
I have to agree completeiy with
so much that it will be un- wool growers will submit alter- Miss Kingsley's
piece about
comfortable upon my return and natives to the President Involving freshmen and it's only fair to iet
that liIHm.wllibe~"lJllll.<l9J
,cootlDuecl oD-JlRle sevea

quandry

wild & wooly

new leaf

op ed
Satire

Makin'It

In in the Last Quarter
By Walter Palmer

The American
variety
of
capitalism has never heen known
for its subtlety or humanistic
concern. The philosophy always
has been more is better, and
brand new is best. In his column
in a recent N.Y. Times Magazine,
Russell Baker commented on the
problem of the automotive industry. His theory was the
production ol automobiles is no
longer related to the need for
transporlstion, but rather to the
survival of the ecoonmy. Since
cars use valuahle resources and
destroy
the
ecology,
his
Keynesian
solution was, of
course, to have the government
buy up the 10 mil1ion cars annually produced, and dump them
in the ocean.
. I'm sure many of you eagerbeaver seniors were highly excited by this article, as you no
doubt saw openings In the field of
Auto-disposology. In fact, I'd bet
a few of the more Industrious
among you already ran off to
A.P.C.
to propose
an interdisciplinsry major for this
fieid consisting of economics,
government, and oceanography.
Bllt a word of caution lest your
giddy enthusiasm cloud your
cognitive
capabilities.
Mr.
Baker's program Isn't quite the
inflationary cure-all we've all
been waiting for. I'm not concerned with the slight drawbacks
01 eventual total contsmination of
the ocean and incredible taxes
which would collapse
the
economy. These are only minor

you out of the bread lines. What
else is there to do after college?
One may throw one's arms up in
despair, as resignation to the
working class seems the only
alternative. One may decide, as
did Engine Charlie, what's good
for G.M. is good for the country
(see Style, 13 Feb.).
Yet, isn't ours the generation of
individuality, of achievement,
with an "insistance on sharing,
communality,
a rejection of
retreat into private satisfaction?" Certainly, the class of '75
doesn't wish to be another
proverbial cog in the machinery
of capitalism There must be
some way to represent both the
individualism and human concerns ol our post-war countercuiture and still be able to eat.
It is with this dual spirit that I
olfer my suggestions for those

Vietnam Funding:

A Question of Morality

Selden Prentice
I have read several tim ..
during the last few moolhs that
the generation that is presenUy in
'college is considerably more
apathetic than other generations
concerning social issues. This is
definitely
apparent
on this
campus (There are exceptions of
course, for example the antinuclear energy action and the
fast for world hunger
in
November.). Much of the activity
and conversation lhst Iskes place
here reflects introverted
attitudes on the parts of the
students. Moreover, even within
our Ivory tower we place the
emphasis not so much upon true
learning as upon cnmpetition for
the hillhest grades.
What is the reason for this? The
fervor of the 60's has died but the
problems have not, nor can we
pretend they have disappeared.
As Elie Wiesel said, "The man
that is indifferent, the spectator,
is less worthy than both the man
who loves, the sharer, and the

Education
and action for
change are not mutually exclusive. Much student research,
for example in government,
could be used as a basis for social
change. In any case, WI< as
students who are learning and
are still flexible are in the best
position to act upon our ideala.
Everybody has Ideals and
notions 01 the way the world
should be. Why let the beau Ideal
die.'
Two years ago the United
Slstes signed the Paris Peace
agreement in which we pledged
"to respect the Independence,
sovereignty, unity and territorial
integrity of Vietnam" (Article I).
In Article 4 we pledged to
discontinue our military
involvement and interference in
the affairs of South Vietnam. In
Article 5 we pledged that our
advisers "to all paramllltsry
organizations
and the pollce
force" would be withdrawn.
We have not respected "the

man who hates, the executioner."

unity, and territorial integrity of
Vietnam." We are still militarily
involved and continue to tnterfere
while paying for 80 po' "ent of the
Sail/on llovernment I,udllet. Our
advisers are still there.
The United Stat .. haa decided.

Can we ignore the fact that the
U.S. still partlcipstes in the
Vietnam war, that people are
starving,
and that our environment is quieUy changing
into man-made filth?

independence,

sovereignty,

to defend South Vietnam against
communism
and
yet
the
government we are supporting Js
not without
fauits.
While
Secretary of Defense James
SchlesJnger tried to persuade the
Senate Armed Services Committee last week to approve
Ford's request for 522 mil1ion
dollars in mIIItsry aid to the
Saigon regime and to the Lou Nol
regime in Cambodia (we also
pledged to end our intervention in
Cambodia In Article 20) Thlw
began Isking further measures to
smother opposition to his regime.
·According
to
Newsweek
(Fe1ruary17, '75) his police have
discontinued newspapers that
express any disapproval 01 the
government. The Thleu regime
denies "freedom ol the press,
freedom of meeting; freedom of
organization, freedom of political
activities, freedom of residence,
freedom of work ... " which lhe
South
Vietnamese
parties
pledged to insure In the Paris
Peace agreement, Article n.
U any of these facts gnaw at
your conscience, don't give in to
the feeling 01 powerlessness that
may accompany the gna wing.
Write to your coogressman or
senator and express your op.,,!DlIDued OR page six
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concerns.
The major flaw in Baker's plan
is that It would infringe on the
formidable power held by the
Fiounder
Flshers
Union,
otherwise known as the double
F. U. This little known but
popular organization
(which
incidently has headquarters in an
abandoned L.L. Bean warehouse
in Freeport) would defeat any
government project that wouid
infringe on this industry. When
questioned by Courier reporters,
leader of Local 1040AArt Snerd
commented, "Ayae, I knew it
was comin' ta this. Ever since
Teddy ran off the bridge in '69,
them Irish in Boston been trying
to pass a law to make it legal.
Well sir, we're gonna fight this
here car dumping scheme even if
it means sellin' the entire
coastline to the A-rabs!" Explaining that tires, antennas and
other debris would rip the fish
nets, Snerd went on to state that
the F.F.U.
had prevented
legislation before. "A while back,
some Commies in AugiiSls~lrled
to change
the. L.L. Bean
catalogue
cover from
the
traditional 'Goose Hunting on
.Casco Bay' to a shot of Curt
Gowdy attaching
a pair of
snowshoes to Joe Namath's
, kn.... We s81d no and made it
stick - and we can do it again."
The Solution
O.k., so I've demonstrated that
Mr. Bs,Mr.,9,IO~'.t
&Q!JM."~p

.
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Nuclear Power - A Heated Issue
./

I was originally asked to write reactor would be devastating to a
a: snort review on toe nuclear large per cent 01 the area's
And,
although
energy film shown last Monday population.
transportation
techniques are
through
Thursday
around
campus. Much to my surprise, I very safe and refined, even the
was very impressed by the film, smallest degree of human error
Energy: the Nuciear Alternative, would be disastrous.
The most significant problem,
and the speakers, David Winkler
and Harry Lowenburg. No, those however, Is the disposal of
signs allover campus advocating nuclear wastes. Plutonium,
a moratoriwn on nuclear power, which is left in the reactor after
the nuclear fUllI has been used,
(which were posted by Survival),
are not just the resuit of another takes 250,000 years before it is
pointless college campaign, As a considered safe. U inhaled or
matter of fact, a moratorium on digested before that time, it can
nuclear power is currently one of be lethal, even in small amounts.
The incredible fact which was
Ralph Nader's major campaigns,
and is a prominent article in the stressed in the article. "The
March 3 issue of Business Week. Deadly Dilema of Nuclear
The three major drawbacks of Wastes" (Business Week, March
nuclear energy, as presented by 3), and the film is that the AEC
(Atomic Energy Commission)
the film, are: reactor safety,
transportation, and waste. If the has not yet found a safe means
emergency
cooling
system
for waste disposal. The latest
shouid malfuncllon, the effects of idea had heen to bury the huge
heat and radiation from the COIltaine~'iJl<alllt'-bedIJ'\IIIdertha!

ground. Besides encountering
minor problems such as water
seepage into the area (which
would corrode the cannisters) ,
there is no guarantee that natural
land shift (earthquakes, etc.)
could not vomit the wastes onto
the earth's surface. Another
aspect is that lifter cannisters of
nuclear wastes have heen planted
in salt beds for a few hundred
years, the canrusters decay, and
the whole area becomes contsminated
Not too Late
The major question which now
arises is: "Do we have the right
to impose such huge quantities of

energy will be nuclear in origin.
In other words, "It's not too late
to pullout of nuclear energy"._
Solar energy, which is less
complex and safer than nuclear
energy,
Is being perfected
rapidly. Already, solar cells are
feasible for reducing some of the
nalion's energy clllSUDlption.
The whole issue narrows down
to one question: Since our current
energy resources are sufficient
for the nut 10 to 15 years, when
solar energy will be perfected,
why continue creating monstrous
deposits of deadly waste (at an
exorbitsnt cost) which will be a
growing threat to the very
existence 01 our society?
If you are concerned about this

poisonous waste onto future
generations for the nut 2,500
centuries?"
major problem, there will be
Another
Important
con- public .hearings at Hart~ord
sideration is that only 2 per cent
tonight and tomorrow mght
ol our energy currenUy comes
concerning atomic power. Letfrom nuclear sources, but by the ters to slste legislators will also
>r.~.~_,_~~~ cent of~_our;:...._h_el_p_ln-,cre_as_e_po_lI_ti_caI~a_w~ar_en~ess
__
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llhchcock Thriller

Harold Grelsman
beard and Viennese accent.
Alfred
Hitchcock's
Through lbe belp d. dream
., Spellbound" represents
one
analysis they bolb begin to
more d. lbe great director's long
reconstruct the murder scene in
line of intriguing
suspense
order to discover where and how
>tbril.Iers
designed
to
rivet lbe
by Seth Greenland
camera
on
a
strategically
the good doctor disappeared.
become d. America in the past
Q(
The Nlght That Made America selected perfonner and flash the fifteen years. Ones senses are' viewe!' to his seat. It combines
This takes Bergman and Peck to
C
Famous, starring singer HarTy image on a carefully situated
::J
another location, a ski resort,
assaulted to such a degree that murder, mystery and Freudian
Q(
into a neat
OJapin, opened last nigbt at !be sa-een on !be stage, a method OJapin's ideas seem secondary to psycho-analysis
where they reconstruct what lbey
lD
EtbeI ilaJTymore Theatre in New that he used-to create an almost
the overall production. By lbe package that leaves one qulte up
are sure was just a terrible skiing
W
York City. The show was written newsreel effect. It's an in. lime the perfonnance is over one in lbe air until the film is finally
accident.
II.
by Mr. Chapin and represents his teresting concept but I found
resolved at the finish. The two
is not enlightened as to Chapin's
.... most
One would think tbls discovery
ambitious lDldertaking to myself transfixed by lbe image
Ideas seem secondary to the principle characters are plllyed
would note the end of the film, but
Ii tbIs date as a writer. In !be show rather than !be actual perfonner. overall production. By the time by Ingrid Bergman and Gregory d. course a III Hitchcock it is not.
w Mr. OJapin Is trying to convey, in I'm not sure whether tbIs is a the perfonnance is over one Is Peck, both of whom give To tell one why the film is not
musical terms, what he tbinks teslalJ)ent to the amount of not enlightened as to Chapin's
superlative perfonnances. Miss
Q(
resolved here is to destroy lbe
bas happened to tbls country of boredom a particulB.r performer
::J
concept of America, one is only Bergman plllys a psychistrlst at
film for those who have not seen
ours in the past fifteen years, in capable of eliciting, and some confused.
8 sanitorium
in Vermont,
it.
admittedly a dlfflcult task for were capable of eliciting a good
Greogry Peck is a tonnented
Theatre and contemporary
"Spellbound" is a fine Hitcheven lbe most gifted of wrilenl ( a deal d. boredom, our mediaconcerts seem to be moving figure who believes, through an
cock film, but it is not quite as
group among which I am not oriented culture in which one is closer and closer to one another extenuating guilt-complex, that
good as his very best, such as "39
inclined
to include
Harry
more accustomed to observing a and the combination is one that he has murdered his own analyst.
Steps"
or "The Lady Vanishes."
Chapin). Due to the Imposing persons image then the actual
has the potential
for most
The two characters fall in love
The reason for this is because lbe
nature d. such a project, lbe person, or my own personal
almost at first sight. Miss
satisfying results. Unfortunately,
beglnnlng of the film is quite
heavy-banded
direction and idiosyncras)es.
Probably
a those involved in The Night That Bergman attempts to reconstruct
slow. If one was to see the first
Chapin's less than awesome combination of the three.
Made America Famous, father
her Iover's Iite in order to absolve
twenty minutes of lbe film one
talent as an Interpreter d. events
Concept Obscured
!ban using the discretion that him of the murder (it should be
would think it nothing more than,
lbe show comes d.f as ralber
However, it is with lbe lighting,
such a cross-mixing would in- noted that Gregory Peck was
inconsistent
and ultimately
though Impressive when taken by volve, got carried away with likewise suffering from a severe ' an almost, run-of-the-mill movie
about life inside a sanltortum,
rather dlssappoinling.
itself, and lbe dancing, lbough
lbemselves and came up far case of amnesia; he would make
But
It picks up fast after the
The Night That Made America putrid when taken by itself, that
short of their goal. Bright spots, an ldeallc plllygrolDld for a
initiallelbargy and Is as thrilling
Famous Is a two act revue of the major flaw of the production
bowever, were not totally absent Freudian pyschiatrlst).
While
as any excellent Hitchcock films
continual music, but, as lbe lies. Director Frankel has staged
and one only hopes that those lbis psycho-analysis is taking
usually are. Freudian analysts,
producers of !be show went to the show in such an overblown
involved wilb the show will profit place, the characters are on the
however,
would
be doing
great lengths to stress at the post- and overwhelming fashion so as
from recognition
of their run from the police. They move
themselves a service by not
perfonnance press conference, it to obscure the basic concept of mistakes .~nd, should they enonto Rochester, N.Y. where Miss
is not to he consldered a HarTy lbe show which,
seeing "Spellbound." The conIf I'm not deavor to attempt something like Bergman's fanner teacher lives.
Chapin concert. Indeed, it was mistaken, was to present Mr.
clusion
would be glBringly obtbIs again, produce a more He
is
your
stereotyped
not. The show represents a new Chapin's view of what has
vious to any member of tbls
satisfying result.
psychistrist, replete wilb white
type of hybrid,
a crossdlstingulshed breed.
pollenization
of concert and
. theatre with the emphasis on !be
lbeatrical aspect. It is an inBy CryslalPacker
emphasized in religious training.
generally came across with one
trlguing concept 'and one wilb
Two weeks ago last SUnday, or
The plot Itself can easUy be
lbe greatest put-ens of the
great potential for artlstl.c sue- three weeks prior to tbIs coming
paraUed to Peter Blatty's, 'lbe of
century. I couldn't quote the
for sharing
ce .. but the unevenness
of Sunday (whichever you prefer),
Exorcist, or more to the point, story exactly
but Priscilla
Chapin's matertaJ, sung by bolb 'Ibe National Theatre of 'Ibe Deaf
The Exorcist can be interpreted
worked in this Jelly bean factory,
By Carin Gordon
Chapin himself and the vanous perfonned two plllys In Palmer
as a dramatic extension of lbe you see, and one day... Believe
Last week everyone on campus
plByers, weakened the show from AudItorium.
ancient Jewish folklore. Written
me, It was madness. If comic
woke up to find a balloon-witb-aa structural standpoint.
Under lbe general direction of by S. Ansky and directed by John relief was ever called for, lbe
measage taped on their doors.
To be sure, some of Mr. David Hays, the, members of Broome, lbe pllly starred Freda Princess of Power was a godThese balloons were not an adChapin's lOngs were qulte good. N.T.D. reside at the O'Neill
Nonnan as Leye. LeYe Is a yOlDlg send. Directed by Ed Waterstreet
Bolb "Taxi" and "Cats in lbe Theatre Center in Waterford,
and graceful Jewish Malden who Jr. the company adapted the pllly vertisement for last weekend's
opera performance. They were
Cradle" were incolporated into
Connecticut. For the company,
has fallen in love wilb KlIonnon,_ from a script written by James
an expression, strange or rare, as
lbe show, but what lbese two the lbeatre and acting Is not a job an active member of·lbe J ewJsh Stevenson. Priscilla was plllyed
that may seem.
lOngs have to do wilb HarTy that slarta at nine and ends at commlDllly. Leye's sign is small
by Linda Bove and the entire
Each balloon contained the
Chapin's concept of lbe night lbat five, but ralber a way of life or and direct and her voice sang
production was narrated
by
same printed message "Make
made America famous escapes
day to day living experience.
peacefully from Elaine Brornka.
Somebody Happy." They were
this reviewer.
Predictably,
N.T.D.'s presentation of The When KlIonnon dies at the sword ElBine Bromka.
In conclusion,
N.T.D. has
painted by' a group of Conn
lbough !bose two songs had lbe Dybbuk and PrlscUIB.,Princess of of fate, his spirit returns to earth
least to do wilb lbe theme d. lbe Power was the most alive,
and possesses lbe innocent and !roken through all bolDldaries students who wanted everyone on
campus to have something good
show, due to their familiarity,
diverse, and communicative
open Leye, who has been mee known as "professional"
in common.
lbey received
the biggest
perfonnance I have seen on stage weakened
by grief.
Once theatre. In a "professional"
A source close to the balloonists
response from the audience.
lD date:
possessed,
Leye's
sign Is theatre situation each actor
explained to COURIER why.
Dance As Aftertbought
If you have never seen N.T.D. deliherate and violent. Her voice comes from a different world and
"Putting balloons '!P was a
Director Gene Frankel also
the fonnat Is such that lbe ceo- hellows from lbe depths of lbe the idea is "now we rehearse and
commlDlal thing. Life is to be
chose to employ a cadre of tral aclDrs take down stage focus stage out of the mouth of one after we rehearse, we Perform."
dancers, a risky business in a
and deliver theIr lines using Robert Blumenfeild. The part of For those .,at N.T.D. !be Idea shared.~ You can't always expect
someone to make you happy. You
show such as tbls. The dance
"thealrical" sIgn language, or KlIonnon Is plllyed by Tlmolby seems lD he "lDdsy I live, today
we grow together and after we galla make somebody happy,
routines were often trite and
more clearly, sIgn language that Scanlon.
come together, we perform."
too. "
more often unnecessary. They
is bigger and hence easier to see
Flexible Set
did not amplify any of the subtle
for lbe people in the audience.
The set design, by David Hays
nuances Inherent in a project
For the lucky, less literate who was 80 magical in Its construction
such as tbls. The c1Joreography cannot "speak wilb lbelr hands," that I find It almost a sin to !reak
was uninspired and one is in· aclDrs standing upstage, spoke it down into little pieces to
cooed to think that Frankel
the acted words. This style of describe what I saw. The color
decided to use dance as an sf- performance
lends itself to scheme on stage slayed close to
"It Should Happen to a Dog," a to worship. I. tblnk we do not
lerthought. After all, what en- techniques that are lDlseen In any blues and greys accented by lbe
one act play that the author, Wolf llIugh enough in worship; it's one
tertainment extravaganza would
modern or ''normal''
theatre wann orange glow of three
Mankowitz calls "a serl<>-comic d. the most creative ways we
be coniplete without danc .... ?
situation. One such technique electric menorahs. The set was
strip"
wllI be produced by have to get distance and perAll,
bowever,
was
not. was used in. The Dybbuk, a pllly portable and lent Itself to many
Theater One as part of lbe spective on ourselves. The story
lBmenlable. In fact, one aspect of with one of lbe most lDlusual 'dlfferent arrangements.
morning worship service tbls d. Jonah -does not make sense if
lbe show was truly exceptional.
scripts in the history of drama.
Overall lbe play was slow
we miss Its humor.
Wolf
This was
the upon
video which
work the
of
Wandering SouIa
moving and quiet. The mood in coming Sunday in HarKness
Joshua
White
Chapel
Mankowitz'
contemporary
show relied perhaps a bit too
By definition of a dybbuk is "a Palmer was one of respect,
The pllly, a madcap modern
heavily. This is !be same Joshua
wandering
soul believed In amazement and emotional in. version of lbe story of Jonah, will version discovers that for us and
releases
its
White who was responsIble for
Jewish foWore to enter and volvement. I was left slling the feature Alan Klugman '78 as therefore
shua Ligh
po..... a perlOn." Having been tears off my face while I ap- Jonah, and William Latlanzi '78 significance for us again."
lbe stlDlDingJo
Showhis
at
Jewish for the past eighteen plauded saying "oh, wow, wow."
the
old FUlmore East. and
as lbe Man. It will be directed by
The service begins at 11:00
contribution
here.. was un.
years I musltell you that this has
When I returned to my seat Peter Guttmacher '78 and John
a.m. Coffee and dougnuts are
doubtedly !be strongest part of come as quite a shock. I never after intermission the set had Ross '77.
availllble in the Narthex of lbe
lbe production. One d. his ideas
tho~t th,~t lbe J~ws belie~d in changed to a g.reat big fold-oot
"ThecomicviBion," said David Chapel at 10:30a.m. Child eare is
was to at various
points
SJirits or wandenng lOuis and hook out of which the company Robb, College Chaplain,
Is provided in lbe Children's School
thrWgh~t
the show, train a', for ~
thia tYJl4!.~fllplll'f. ~HJlIrang"M~~
~~,
and essential not only to drama, but
immediately hebind the Chapel.

Chapin opens in two act revue

...
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Life is

Comic version of Jonah

F ear and Loathing:
by ClIfford SDeezlx
Silas
brought
the word
moments after the day had
broken, long before my brain had
recharged and consciousness was
in full bloom. "Listen up, man, I
got good news, good news!
. Dean's got wheels so we're gonna
make it into the City for the
premiere of Divine's new movie!
Divine and the whole cast'll be
there for the midnight showing!
Divine in person! Whew!" I was
hardly in the capacity to reply
articulately in verbal fashion and
could only laugh at the whole
bizarre proposition.
I had long since
been
thoroughly convinced that Silas
was tiuIy MAD, and knew very
well that he was serious, though
in an essentially benIgn way. I

Immediately
realized
the
urgency of the moment. It was
going to cost a few bucks, of
course,
but
that
seemed
Irrelevant. Although there was
already eight inches on the roada
and more on the way, I knew the
odds were In our favor. The rIaks
were all part of the Adventure
and Intrigue! Besides that, It was
definitely time for an eacurslon
from the sort of pseudoconsciousness that tends to infiltrate the brllin after a couple of
weeks time at an Institution of the
sort we have here on top of the
hill
Without a doubt, this was the
best opportunity I'd had since
Lucifer Hedd asked me to do up
some DMT with him. Indeed, the
hour had come to make the break

~\\\~/t,

from the clean life here at Connecticut College to embark on
another Quest of the Unknown.
PreparaUoas Made
Dean, Silas and I made up the
DllCIeUS of the expedition and
began propositioning various
freshmen, friends and associates,
anyone we felt was sap enough to
join us. EvelYone was either
"busy," flbroke," or "not up to
it" as it turned out, so we faced
the prospecls of making the
journey alone. Preparations were
made. Ftrst, we called up the
highway patrol who gave us the
go-ahead for at least ooe lane.
Pandemonium broke loose In our
hearts. Nothing could stop us
now.
We anticipated a rather kinky
crowd at the theatre with whom
we felt that elaborate social
contact might prove harmful to
our personal hygiene and safety,
so we emptied our bladders and
intestines
before departure,
presupposing a call of nature at
the theatre that would doubtless
increase the likelihood of an
intimate encounter. Once we
momentarily relieved ourselves
of the anxiety of sexual violation,
it wall time to hit the road.
I felt It necessary to Ingest
some kind 01 narcotic to feel
sufficiently
primed for the
evening so I hought a pint of
cheap brandy at the local
package store while the car was
gassed up. Fueled and lubricated
at last, we were ready to embark
on our Divine mission. Hitting up
on that throbbing
vein of
America,
1·9., we headed
straight to the vital organ, the
festering Metropolis.
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the film. (You'll 1... the thrill).
Female Trouble (co-starrlna
David Lochary, Mary Vlvtan
Peace, MInk Stole and Edith
Massey, directed
by John
Wate~) had all the metamorph .... of birth, llfe and death,
plenty of blood and desire, the
usual earthy language CIIStomary
in John Wate~' fIIma, and more
antics than you'd ever dreamed
possible. By the end 01 the film,
the auffaws had died down to a
hush and I sensed that the
audience
was
somewhat
dlBturhed by It all The eanorience was not unlike the
treatment 1'001' Alex underwent
In A Clockwork Orange. PInk
Flamingoes was a light-hearted
romp aside Female Trouble. Tbla
one is really nasty, folks.
Surgeonkllows!
There Is a dramatic revelation
in the film that might be of interest. Though there are subtle
hints In "Flamingoes" that some
of you might have picked up that
allude one as to Divine's actual
(probable) sex, there is a scene In
"Trouble"
that graphically
showcases Divine's possession of
malegenltaila. What bla (?) body
Is actually composed of undemesth that kinky silk underwear remalns to be seen. Lord
knows what kind of tissue
modification he's undergone or
props he uses. Only his surgeon
knows for sure, I suppose. At any
rate, In the Immortal worda of
Mink Stole as Donna Dasher,
"spare me your anatomy,"
Divine.
Divine's antics throughout the
rum were, to put It briefly, If not
mlldly, perverae and grotesque.

never unde~tand. But Divine
_
to be in full CClltro~ in
complete cOlllClouaneas of the
nastin ... abe embocIIea, Immune
to sin and unintlmldated by the
unknown. By sacrellglously
desecrating the human form,
allowing the vI1eoItworms from
the darkest reCellles of the mind
to crawl out to 1Igbt, be achlevea
a defecation of the soul, tranacending all aemhlance of human
vanity and bumiliating himaelf
before all Judgment Divine's
behavior Is inconsistent with the
Ufe Principle and a dellberate
violation
of Nature.
By
obliterating the human form, he
absolves himself of Good and
Bad, justice and Intellect, all
vague and Imperfect human
conceptions and products of
human vanity. He has scored a
victory againstthe regimentation
of Society and Nature and attained a truly llberated state of
being, a unity of Yin and Yang.
ObeceDItydocumented
Circulating around the theatre
after the conclusion of the movie,
Divine emanated the pale synthetic odor of aillcone, estrogen,
and cosmetics, not unlike the
nasty odor of a used condom. No
strangerwouldcmnen~erthan
three feet from him. Off the
screen, he restrained the funk
and guts he displayed In the fllm.
There is a definite pride in bla
obscene presence. He gIoets like
the black widow, sm11ing subtly
and ironically like Satan on
Earth, as If to mock your' earth1y
vanity and adherence to original
form and beauty.
Divine's very e>datence is a
cosmic loke, a prank on the
"Slowpace"
The source of the moral planet. Sexuality, perhaps the
of God-gjven
Driving cautiously at lIrat due decrepitude abe tends to e:zhlbJt most sacred
haB
become
B
to oppressive cmc:Utions, (Dean's is not udealdence" per se; it Is qualltJes,
ridiculous guise. God'B creation
tires had no tread), we travelled
not a consequence of a pathetic
at a despresslngly slow pace.
decay and erosion of form that has become a ludJcrous mutation.
Tbla brought on a temporary
occurs over the passage of time. Sensuality Is dead. PrIde In the
doubt In the mission, but, at long Decadence Implles the process of human form is on the wane;
last, the State highway plow crew a victory of death over life. The Planet Earth BUBtainsa race that
sppeared on the scene and neatly
spirit of Divine is very much bears nothing sacred!
How hysterical we're going to
parted the thighs of the unknown. alive, indeed, as It Is sustained by
And so with our faith Intact once the vltai forees of Id, libido and get about this enJgma remalns to
more, we gllded onward to the neural Impulse ..
be seen. The Jjhenmnenoo 'could
womb of The City and the Divine,
Remember
the day you very easlly be accounted for In a
Mother of Decadence.
penetrated Innocence when you number of ways. A vitamin
Freak !alhloas
squatted behind the bushes with deficiency, perhaps? Narcotics
Awaiting us was quite a the kid down the block; how your abuse? Hormon_ Imbalance (a
spectacle indeed. The gathering
snickering mounted to a terrible sound theory), Xtra Krome-a- •
crowd was by no means
physhlc implosion that left your zomes? A simple caae of
to the harsh
"straight"
or fit for human
faces grey and ashamed? Tbla maladjustment
consumption but considerably
was an Invitation to a sordid realities of Twentieth Century
Clvlliza t1on?
less lethal than we expected. The world that moet of us never American
COIl1lDaed oa pqe seven
creeps and scavengers
were
bother to explore and tbua wID
hardly visible. The NYC hip set
was the most apparent. constituency in attendance (we kept
our eyes peeled for Andy and the
Jaggers), with the normal quota
of bl's and fags, decked out In the
height 01 fashion: leathe~ and
furs, glitter and yellowed Forties
glamour
and gloss, cakey
makeup,
heels and flashy
jewelry. (To my mind there Is no
one as vain as these people,-this
urban race of powdered droogs
and blevotchkas, the vogue and
effeminate
oh-so-decadent
working
class
heroes:
exhibitionists of bloodless style
and beauty.) The city night
outside the theatre took on the
excited air of a freak fashion
show and amusement
park.
Everyone
was pretty well
primed for a i1ghteously pornographic evening and a thrill or
two to ensue hefore it was allover
and we turned back Into students
"
and apartment-dwellers.
Left to right, front row: Divine, alias Babs Johnson,
Forgive me but I will have to Dawn Davenport, and Mary Vivian Pearce alias
refrafnfrom'plUentlngde'talla
oI-Col'Tnie-Marvel..v
'w ~
l
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"Mr , Spoe k" engages

•
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•

In new enterpr-ise

Simon Bourgln, selence advls<r
to the United States Information
Agency and this spring's
Woodrow Wilson FeDow, will
speak on "Energy: Past and
Future" on Monday, March 3rd
at 4:30 p.m. in Dana HaU.
Mr. Bourgin, who is also an
experienced
Journalist,
will
remain on campus for the entire
week of March 3rd. According to
Bruce Hunter, co-eedinator of the
Woodrow Wilson fellowship
jrogram, "Mr. BourgiD Is ready
and wlUiDgto meet with students
and faculty alike to share his
ideas with them." Hunter also
stressed that the Woodrow Wilson
jrogram Is designed for as much
personal contact between the
Fellows and members of the
college community. "Students

LeolIard NImoy, stage and ICreen
Here he wrote, II8lTIIted and Roof.
as Mr. emceed G.I. sOOn. He also
Nimoy has also recorded exSpock ill the sclence-flctton
worked with the AtlaDta Theatre
tensively on the Dot label.
television series, "Star Trek,"
Guild, for wI1Ich he dtrecte:! and Described
as
a
modern
wlU speak Friday
evening,
played the Marlon Bl'8Ddo role of HRenaissance manu because ~
•.
February
28 (repelt 28) at 9 stanley iD TelllleSSOe WIWams'
JJ.is varied talents,
Leonard
(DiDe) p.m. iD the Physical
"A Streetcar Named DelIJre."
Nlmoy is the creator of "Y au and
Educatton
Center
at
the
Leonard Nlmoy bas bad an
1," a love story
expreased
Unlve",lty of Hartford.
extensive
career
in films,
through
his
poetry
and
. The Nimoy program Is open to television and on the stage. Prior
photogrspby.
The work was
the public at a ncmiDal charge of to "Star Trek," ill which he co- published In 1973 by Celestial
~. UofH sludeuts are asked to starred with William Sbatner,
Arts of Millbrae, Calif.
present their 1.0. carda. The Nlmoy worked ill such films as
. event will iDclude two "Star
Jean Genet's "The Balcony"
Trek" fUms. Nimoy Is being
with SheUey WilIte", and Pe~
joiDtly spouscred by the UatH Falk' ("Colombo").
He also
Program
Council and the starred
in Genet's
"DesthJ
Speakers
Bureau,
Student
watch," which he co-produced
Association.
with actor Vic Morrow.
The "Star Trek" star bas
Nlmoy's legendary fame stems
evoked a large foUowiDgamong from his role as Mr. Spack, the
coUegiate scleuce-fictlon buffs, half-human, half-Vulcan second
after an ezteDded campus lecture officer of the spaceship "Elltour. Nlmoy's televialon exploits terprise" In "Star Trek." The honor, we have come close, if not become circumlocutive
was
bave prompted the formetton of television series, produced by
succceeded, In nullifying their
prevalent and made him all the
"Star Trek" clubs througbout the Gene RoddenbelTY, attracted a
civilization.
more susceptible to attack. An
He went on to make the abridged version of the question
COlIDtry.
large foDowiDgof Spack fans who
inability of the American people
and answer
exchange
will
Bom ill Boston ill 1931,Leonard contiDue to honor their favorite
Nlmoy complete:! a two-month folk hero.
to resist the Viet Nam war
demonstrate this point.
summer
session at Boston
Leonard Nlmoy bas played
analagous
to the German
Q. What Is the alternative to
people's powerlessness to oppose- war profits?
,
CoDege on a drama scholarship,
television leads In such programs
then headed west to the Pasadena
as "Rawhide," "The Virginian,"
the "sick ambition of Hitler." He
A. The more deeply you get Into
Playhouse for more tralniDg. He "Outer UmIts," and "Profiles In
pondered over the question
what society is all about, you see
concerning the effect of war- that people see their obligation as
made his 1951 film debut iD Courage," based on the John F.
''Queen for a Day," and was then Kennedy work.
waging on us; as a people, and 180 degrees from that. We need
seen In "Francis Goes to West
His many stage credits Include
noted ·that unlike the German
sane and simple living where
Point"
and liThe Overland
Izquierdo in "MODSelTat" and
holocaust, the Viet Nam War has
we're not trapped by property
Trail"
Brick (the Paul Newman film
not been examined sociologically
rights. We're not Involved In
Nlmoy married a young aeo role) In "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."
or psychologically. He was, in anthill competitive enterprise tre .. , Sandt Zober, In 1954. They . In 1968 he slarred In the Gore
this assertion, clearly demon- but sharing. We-hold the world in
spent their first 18 months In Vidal comedy, "Visit to a Small
slratlng the lack of seriousness
stewardship.
We must build
Georgia, where Nlmoy served In Planet," and subsequently he
with which ollr researchers and resistance out of the docility of
Special Services with the U.S. toured the East Coast In the top
authors have regarded the war. the American public. It is imArmy at Fort McPherson.
role of Tevye in "Fiddler on the
. Filld Out...
portant to emphasize not only
/
Re proposed some fWldamental that this is more sane, but also
questions for the audience's
very necessary.
consideration
concerning their
Q. Did the violence of the 60's
re~tionship to his cause. Firstly
have direction, if so, why have we
he asked them to find out tbe lapsed Into passivity now?
State of Connecticut's current
A. The point is that we didn't
nuclear and atomic status (i.e., have time to understand the
From 12:01 a.m. Saturday,
Electric Boat, Millstone Point,
deeper ramifications of violence.
programs such as live special
March I, 197~to 12:00 midnight,
etc.) The position of the family In There was not time for nonconcerts
and public affairs
Wednesday,
March ~, 197~, .programs,
warmkaing conditions and the vlolen.ce to penetrate the ways of
and necessary
WCNl, 91.~ FM, will SUBpend maintenance equipment.
prese!!ce of students were also lhlnking and speaking of the
regular programming so that we Not only will your contribution
points for deliberation. In an "merican public. We didn't have
may air a fund-ralsiDg marathon.
the resources to sUstain the
help WCNl; there wI1l be recorCls effort to creative inquisitiveness
We have incurred expenses iDthe and T-shlrts for contributors, and
in the area of warmaking,
resistance - this was very much
process of going FM that have
needed after the Paris Peace
a prize for the dormitory on the Berrigan posed these topics
strained our budgetary resources
because "we can't continue
Accords.
ConnecUcut College campus that
to their limit. In order to get gives the highest contribution.
under conditions of normalcy Q. Does belief In God make
enough money to provide the The details of these giveaways
it's deadly."
people accept passive ways of
records, tape, and equipment
Finally, a comment upon the life?
will be esplalned during the
neceasary for the maintenance of marathon.
audience's repeated attacks on
A. We all need a scripture, we
!oIHIuallty programming, WCNl
the theologian is In order. Firstly,
must love God and one another
WCNI-FM
is
the
only
will be sollcltiDg funds from Its educational,
it is this reporter's opinion that as (even our enemies). There must
non-commercial
listeners during the marathon.
a "highly educated" student be a transcendant element In
radio
station
iocated
in
Among the Items your' money Southeastern Connecticut. The
body, those asking questions ss one's life as a root -it's the only
can buy are: new rec(l"ds to keep station's offerings include all
well as those wbo didn't, should things that sustain people and
our IIl1'ary up-to-date, a com- types of music - rock, soul, have been properly and ac- the belief in God Is a sustaining
pressOl'UmIter to Improve the classical, folk, and Jazz - as weD curately
researched
on the force for resistance.
range and quality of our slgnal,
Q. Do we have to find
as news, weather, and public . background of Mr. Berrigan, his
work, iDilosophy, and past ac-- resistance outside an established
tape
for
making
special
affairs ,Programming.
tions. This lack of background
movement? Where do we begin?
knowledge not only stunted what
A. Unresolved guilt can be
might have been a productive
destructive,
how are people
exchange, but also created s awakened to responsibility until .
moquery of some of the students
they feel guilty? We do all have
that spoke. Incidents such ss an equal responsibility to our
position to the present
polley
Too strong to strive,
improperly quoting Berrigan,
victims because it Is done under
In Vietnam. And If you're inEach in his steel-bound coffin of a mistaking his stand on the Arab
our flag, our name. Solutions wlll
terested, come see me and we ceU
Issue for that of his brother, and rest with people, not Institutions.
can search for other, more
Buried alive.
continually forcing him to be
Q. What makes Nixon's act
powerful means for change.
redundant, were truly lamenillegal, and your's not?
But rather mourn the apathetic
table.
A. That tends to be Involved,
Mourn not the dead that in the throng
Questlous and Answers
doesn't it. I wss illegal In 1 could
cool earth lie
The cowed and the meek
On the other hand, it was also cUng to a higher law than the one
Dust unto dust
felt that since Berrigan hss 1was tried under four times. You
Who see the world's great
The calm, sweet earth that anguish and Its wrong
surely been under similar attack could argue for a higher type of
mothers all who die,
iDspeaking to an audience, if not hwnan legality but that conAnd dare not spealL
As all men musl
while being cross-examined on flagrates the whole thing. We
-Ralph ChapUn
the witness 'stand, his defensive, must appeal to a higher law of
Mourn
not
your
captive
Selden Prentice, Knowlton 101, almost bitter attitude was a God (Thou shalt not kill). We
surprisiDg, lionatural reaction. can't allow them to kiD and must
comrades who must dweD
~.lQ47~:1l1tJr. :"'n:u n::~.1"'''''~·1";/ The
tendency for his answersk ....Jx:~~the·~i&~:ef
..·c~ .1
It

'.

ector who co-starred

on energy

Bourgin

should seek Mr. _Bourgln out,
since continued funding of the
program depends on a high level
of Involvement. I must say that
Edward P. Morgan, our FeDow
last faU, set a good precedent,
and I'd like to see it continued." A
schedule of Mr. Bourgln's activities wI1l be available from
hunter at the end of the week. For
further
information
plesse
contact Mr. Bruce Hunter at
extension No. 293 •

Berrigan from p. 1

, WeNI to sponsor
marathon

MoratoriUm from p. 3
u.s.

I

Simon
Bourgln,
._W;,;.;;o~o;::d::.r.:o.:;w:...;W;.:.:;il:.::s.:o.:.;n:..:.F..:e;.:I:.:lo::.;w~._
scription.
Q. Do you see a point whre
violent resistance is morally
justifiable?
A. No, but 1 have to respect the
subjective stance of people on the
scene. When you analysi.e
violence deeply, the violent
practice
of resistance
is
sometimes less violent than no
resistance. It is more violent to
be passively neutral than to be a
resistor.
Q. How can you be consistent In
saying that Nixon's crime was
illegal but then say that in a
subjective stance, it's okay to
kiD?
A. In my resistance, I' wasn't
Involved in the injury or hurt of
anyone. I'D stay with that trip
subjectively or objectively. 1
can't say to Black Panthers
"don't kiD, be non-violent." It's
their decision. I'm trying to hold
UP to the Fifth Commandment.
You must narrow the gap between what you think exists and
what does In reality.
Q. Would you exort us to protest
Electric Boat and the Sub Base?
A. Exortlng would be the last
thing I'd try. If people come to
grips wltb reality, they will be
rebelUng against EB. If they
don't" things are going to remain
the same, they won't trade their
souls for their jobs. We must
make a peace contract to our
lives.
Q. The War Department says
that arm-making is for defense.
purposes. Conunent on this.
A. The higher you get In the
spiral of weaponry, the more they
will be used. 25 million casualties
is a sort of warning.
Q. Do you think aggression is
an innate quslijy?
A. No, but more importantly,
what are we capable of?
Q. Would you kiD In selfdefense?
A. 1 don't know. I'D try to live
truthfully and hopefully I could
act turthfully then. If I did kiD
someone, or act violently, I'd
consider my actions to be untruthful.

Some Disenchanted
by CarIn Gordon

I wonder what it's like to spend
four years at Connecticut CoUege
trying to transfer, not that the
idea of leaving has never cr .... ed
my mind, but...What do all those
disenchanted students want from
Conn? unlimited
course of.
ferlngs? parties every night? a
more diverse student body? a
greater selection of food at
meals? smaller classes? suites in
" the dormitories? an ice skating
rink?

Conn is exactly what It is, a
small, co-ed liberal arts college

which is not very rich. Maybe the
dlsenchanteds didn't have much
choice as to where they went, (I"
maybe 1bey made an Donest
mistake, wben roey cnose Ulm.
Connecticut CoUege is not Yale.
It is not PrInceton, or Dartmouth,
or even Wesleyan. Nor is Com
Antioch or Oberlin or Hampshire.
And, thank God, It isn't Vassar.
The solution to making the
dlsenchanteds happy is money.
Sure, that's the solution. Why, if
we were rich, we could build s
sporls complex and hire more
teachers to teach more courses
and hold big concerts twice a

Satire from p. 3

Evening
we<!!<and build two libraries, If
we wanted.
Yau know, maybe It's our name
which is troubling the dJsen.
chanteds. Comecticut College
doesn't sound too prestigious; It
sounda like the name r1 a state
college. That's making a dif.
ference with the dlsenchanteds.
Something kind of classy" Blunt
conllDued ODPIlle efllll

Divine from p. 5

(Prolonged exposure to televtslon
Divine can be disregarded,
without much effort, as just a
Hollywood whore, a showoff, or
even an hallucination by those
who have to. But considering the
current popularity of AdoHHitler
tactics <1hal.e and disgust, which and Lou Reed, Divine could very
causes everyone to blow un well take her place among such
logical suggestions you might
celebrities and become a hig star
have given. Improper lItery
someday. As America begins to
style. _
discover Its asshole, we'll find
Actually, I feel that your rage
that's exactly where be's enis just symbolic of the age-old
terlng our System.
probiem of the peopled Earth.
After all the pomp and mad.
You have a "I realize that I can
ness was over the three <1 us
be beller than somebody else, so I emerged, slran'gely enough, with
will' complex. Your article
appetite Intact and retired Imreminds me of a nation which
mediately to the "Green KItexisted lrrthe 1940's, and of their
chen" for a snack, Over fried
treatment of a race 01 peop'e of chicken and french fries we
Semitic background. Perhaps
decided that the expedition was a
you should have ended your
smashing success. We strongly
article
with
the
words
recommend Female Trouble for
"STRENGTH THROUGH JOY."
any cOMoisseur <1bawdy humor
Ira Howard
and contemporary genre fllm.
r-----------'-----____

letters from p. 2 ---

you know how It changed my life.
Before I read the article I was a
social pariah. Even my friends
wouldn't speak to me. I was
moody and bored and they accused me of being a dull-witted
manic-depressive attempting to
be a sensitive artist Now I'm not
one to take offense at a little mild
criticism from my friends, but
when the Courier ran an article
chastising
me for being a
frustrated hussy afraid to wear
long underwear, I broke. I had to
admit that every word was true. "
It was a painful revelation and in
a fit of uncontrollable anxiety I
tore my cloth .. <1f, played Latin
music and danced wildly around
my room. The exstasy I felt in
turning a ledious evening into a
"The Marine Biology Fellowship-1975
night to remember was so exciting, Inspiring and different.
The aim
of this fellowship
is to encourage
With new-found satisfaction I
research
in marine biology. The award is made on
hungrily reread the article.
a competitive
basis to an individual
student
for
The neJd morning I went to the
summer
field
and
or
laboratory
research
in
marine
arboretum and gazed at the pond,
biology.
Prior
to submission
of the proposal,
imagining that Dumbo the Elephant was flying up to give me a
consultation
with the Botony or Zoology staff Is
tour. His ears were flapping and
recommended.
Research
proposals
are evaluated
I was a little spooked but by
by the staff of the Summer
Program
in Biology.
God, I wasn't bored anymore.
Amount
$1,250.00.
It
is
anticipated
that
$250.00 of
Last Saturday night I walked
the grant will enroll the student
in the Summer
down Bank St. just digging those
School Biology program.
Submit proposals
to Mrs.
wlerd New Londonit.. and one of
them took the digging part too
Sally Taylor,
Coordinator
of Summer
Program
in
literally and decided to come
Biology,
Box
ISIS,
Connecticut
College,
New
after me swinging a shovel. I'm
London, Conn. 06320.
so into this that I'm going to the
Deadline
for submitting
proposals
- April 30.
next Larabee party dressed as a
fire hose.
No, I haven't been bored or
The Connecticut
Arboretum
Fellowship
- 1975
depressed since I read that ar·
The aim of this fellowship
is to encourage
tlcle and I never will be again.
research
in the Connecticut
Arboretum
of Con.
I'm through with being a witless
necticut
College.
The
award
is
made
on
a com.
dullard and from now on I'm
going to get <1fto everything that
petitive
basis to an individua I student
for summer
happens. Being a freshman can
field research
in the Arboretum.
Prior to sub.
be a real gas and next year I may
mission
of proposal,
consultation
with the Ar·
even wrile an article for the poor
boretum
staff
is recommended.
Research
boors of 1979.
proposals
are evaluated
by the Arboretum
staff.
Sincerely,
Grant amount
- $1,2500.09. It is anticipated
that
M.Sweilzer
$250.00 of the grant will enroll the student
in the
Summer
School
Biology
Program.
Submit
proposals
to Director,
Corlnecticut
Arboretum,
To the Editors of Courier:
Connecticut
College, New London, Conn. 06320.
Laura Kingsley,
Deadline
for submitting
proposals
- April 30.

.

.

art of hating

After reading your article
about bored freshmen in last
week's Courier, which, by the
way, contributes to the problem,
I can come to no other conclusion
except that you are tactless,
brainless and absolutely without
principles of any kind.
You should have expressed the
problem in a gentler fashion and
then given your solution. Instead
you sadistically pounded out
the problem with much hate
and malice. You became gentler
when you gave your solution.
Then you reverted to your usual

.......................•.•....•.....•.•

Sunday,
March
2nd - The Dance Department
is
sponsoring
an Alexander
Technique
lecturedemonstration
led by Joel Kendall
from
the
Alexander
Technique
<:center in New York City. All
members
of the college
community
are invited.
10:00-11:30
a.m." in the
East
Studio,
Crozier
Williams.
.An Alexander
Techn ique workshop
for 10 to 15
students
will be offered from 1:00-2:30 p.m. in the
Studio. Interested
students
must preregister
with
the Dance Department,
Ext. 373. (same day, also
led by Joel Kendall) A second workshop
from 3:004:30 p.m. will be offrered
if necessary.
The charge
is.,SS.jlO :lM!r,~~OlI,:
.:J.;;,' oj wi ··,0.: .. ;Jl ." '.'! 'c,"UDM'

~ _

that decide not to go to grad
school or lranIfer to TrinIty.
AdmIttedly, it's gOllll8 be louirh
making it through the la~!
quarter of the twentieth century,
but where there'. a will. ..
My propoeai for "eets with
honor" is as follows: In anler to
uphold the ideology of our
generation, what you do must
benefit mankind; In order to
aurvtve, you must make money.
The solution is the sale of badly
needed
products
to Conn.
students. These are greatly
needed Items whicb would be
beneficial to us all One need not
even move off campus; you could
di~
set up store in say, Bur
basement and nobody would
notice. Thus, you'd be making
money, and, more inlportantly,
serving humanity.
The following items are high on
my list <1 "guranteed sellers:"

whlch is

a

P81"u,

~~~ ~«,

raincoat.

Ikl

C'

"Wallabee Sboe Hanger" SInce the average Conn. student
owns 14 palrs of this shoe, a
Wallabee hanger would eliminate
- messy clutter. Because the shoes
would be <1fthe floor, the student
would now have to buy a rug.
"r.r. Bean -Rug" - Since
everybody at Conn. is an avid
or contemporary American.
outdoorsman (or at least ocwhere the entire thing looks like a
casionally eats crunchy granola),
Bud can.
this rug, made entirely <1100 per
"The all-in-one contraceptive
cent virgin pine needles and birch
bark,. would include a built-in
kit" - Let's face It girls, we all
know il's not nice to fool mother
sleepmg bag, down vest, and
Swiss army knife attached to a
Nature, but when you decide to
carabiner. Velcro \inIng would try, most of you really can't
provide easy attachment and
make up your minds. As a result,
removal.
closets and sometimes whole
"New London Weather Kit" rooms are cluttered with an
Being that weather -In New
assortment ci creams, lellles,
London Is about a. predictable as
lams, applicators, dlapbrams,
your average Arab telTorist, this
IUDs, pills, and bus tI~ets to
new a1l-ilHlne kit would prepare
New York. The new all·ilHlne kit
you for any situation. The kit
would provide you with access to
includes a speclaI"wbeel of fate"
any or all of these devices.
weather indicator, which you Namely, you get ti~ets to an
spin every baH hour to delennlne
entire semester of contraceptive
what the weather will be for the lectures at the Infirmary! But ~
"nextten minutes. Also mcluded is remember, to get a good seat,
the patented New London jacket
you must order early.

Another Hike in Tuition
NEW LONDON, Feb. 21... The
Connecticut College BOlIrd of
Trustees has approved a $400
Increase in the tuition, roOIll and
board fees to be paid next year by
full·tlme
residential
un·
dergraduates.
The new $5,000 total charge
represents an mcrease of $330 for
tuition and $70 for room and
board.

Annual cost for a full·tlme nonresidential student will be $3,580.
Tuillon for Master's
degree
candidates will rise to $275 per
semester course, a $45 per course
Increase.
In letters maI1ed today to
parents
of
present
un.
dergraduates, "President Oakes
Ames said that "colleges are
Iabor·intensive by nature and
particularly vulnerable to the
inflationary pressures of our
ecollOmy.
......
"We continue to make every
effort to eliminate unnecessary
expenses,"
the college head
assuredthe bIll-paying families,
noting that "less than one-tb/rd of
the 8.4 per cent increase (in next
year's budget) is for things
rather than people, and the
l8rgestportionofthisisforltems
over which we have no control:
higher
utlllty
costs
and
escalating food prices."
To e__ the financial inlpact of

8

co~
C
sport coat and plcnic blanket III X;
mo~.
m
"The Esthetic Book Case ?J
Filler"
Since the average OJ
Conn. student buys a plethora of
bo,*" which he never reads but '"
proudly dlspIays as a testament
DO
to his knowledge, this product ;(;
would provide the student with an C
inexpensive way of fllling tbooe ~
shelves
with the "right"
literature. Made out <1washable _
vinal, the flller neatly adjusts to <
any length bod<cue. It includes ~"
such classics as Shakespeare, '..:
Voltaire and Zeno and dynamic
modem thinkers such as Uddy, n
VonDonegan and _g. For mere '"
pennies, you too can be an in- ~
tellecluall (note-ilis
advisable
<
to keep Bookcase Filler out of r."
reach)
2:
"Portable Sundial" - Since
every building on campus is
obviously on a different time
zone, a wrist model <1 this an·
clent time device is the only true
indicator of time. It also comes In
"a room model with an ~tlonal
/ Ught meter that triggers an
alarm at a pre-set hour. Styles
come In Greek, Roman, Gotblc,

the approved" 8.7 per cent fee
increase, the coUege trustees
simultaneously voted an equal
percentage rise In the budgeted
appropriation
for
student
financial ald. The $1,025,000
which the college will provide
in tuition assistance next year is •
$82,000 more than is being spent
for this purpose this year.
The preliminary
balanced
budget for 11mo78estimates that
total
expenditures
in all
categories will reach $11,230,000,
or f675,ooo more than il now costs
to operate the institution. 70 per
cent of this increase represenls
expenses for salaries, benefits,
and student aid.

Berrigan
from.p.6
Q. How in a period of violence,
do we non-violently solve the
problems of the world?
A. Toial war is no more than an
expression of hwnan bankruptcy.
We ought to be convinced that
another Mid-East War will solve
nothing. Probably tactically
nuclear weapons will be used
next time. Do you trust Nixon
with his.flnger on the button?

*
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Women'. Lacrosse

:

Anyone interested in playing on

..-

Women's b'ball ends losing streak

~

By AJIIIo Robl1lard

In

last

week's

women's

bad 18. There was one other
Avery Point player in double
figures - Pat Bresaer with 14 and
only one other Avery Point player

basketball action Conn. estend-,
ed and then flllII1ly broke their
even scored. Conn.'s major
seeson's long loolng streak after
problem waa in guarding the
an initial win.
opposition's two bigb scorers, as
To e:<tendtheir losing streak to
one do them was cootinually able
eight games, Conn loot to UConn
to get free for the score.
ti. at Avery Point by a score do 66-48. Georgette
Dionne continued to be
III
Coocb ConklJn feels that in tbls
somethtng
do a sbarpahooter
iii! instance the team waa Just plain berself
scoring
18 poinla and
:J
"beat," their lack of beight waa
not an lRItatanding element of Becky Frailey also bad a good
scoring night putting in 17.
defeat aa it usually is. Avery
Conn. !rake their eight-game
Point bad two sharpshooters wbo
rarely, if at all, mJaaed any of losing streak in a game against
Manbsttanvllle
on Saturday,
tbeIr sbola. Karen Mullina scored
defeating them by an impreaaive
30 points tor them and CarolTyl

.~
...

8

34 point- margin 68-32. Conn.'s
scoring came on a varIety Of
shots, Georgette Dionne once
88.ain led Conn. in the scoring
colwnn with 22 tbls time snaring
the top honors with Susan Ferris
who also put in 22. Becky Frailey
also continued to score in double
figures for Conn. hitting for 19
points. ManbattanviJ)e's scoring
was obviously low and they were
able to score only ten points in the
first half, while Conn. scored 42.
Two pla)'ers did reach double
figures for MjbattanvUle. They
were Debbie Spein with 12, and
Amy Davenport bad 10.

the women's lacrosse

team

should attend a Wednesday· night
meeting in the Cro main lounge at
7 p.rn.
Women's Basketball
The game against Sacred
Heart University on Feb. 27
which is scheduled for 7 p.m, will
be played at 5 p.rn. :aue to a
gymnastics meet against Central
Conn. State College here at 7 p.m,
on Feb. 27.
Intramural volleyball started
this week. Because of the large
number of participating teams
the games will be played as a
tournament
with each teamguaranteed to play at least two
games. First rounds
will end

I

11

before spring vacation. Teams
should cheekthe bulletin .board
near the gym for their first
playing date.

'I

em·

Great action on the
Vollevball

Intramural

Basketball

Schedule

South Division
March 2 (west gym)
1:00 Abbey vs Plent- Blackstone
2:00 Morrisson 11 VS", Windham-Harkness
March 4
8:30 Smith-Burdick

court.

1

II vs Plant-Blackstone

March 5
9:30 Ab!Jey vs Park II
North Division
F.eb. 27
8:30 Hamilton vs Freeman 11
9:30 Faculty vs Larrabee
10:30 Morrlsson I vs Marshall I
March 2 (east gym)
1:00 Morrisson I vs Larrabee
2:00 Smith-Burdick
I vs Freeman II
3:00 Marshall I vs Windham-Harkness
4:00 Hamilton vs Wright
\
5:00 Faculty vs K.B. I

Conn's equestrian team which won "high point college"

designation In the 14-school

competition atthe Februarv 16 New England
Intercollegiate
Horse Show at
Framingham (Mass.) Sate College. Left to rlQht: Lanier Hamilton, Sandy Rappeport,
Lee Langstaff,

Julie Grey,

and Joan laprazal!5a.

Setback for Men's Basketball
•

by Barry

Groos

The Conn College basketball
team have been enjoying a
winning streak do late. OVer the
past month, the team bas played
fIOIIIe sll"Ongbasketball defeattng
most opponenla by buge margins.
Tbla winning streak was ended on
Feb. 22 in an overtlme defeat at
Manbattanvllle
ended a five
game winning streak.
During theatreak, the team has
bad a balanced scoring attack
having five players in double
figures for three of the games. On
Feb. 18, the Camels defeated
Southeaatern uConn W1~7. Conn
College led all the way nmnlng an
e:lcellent faat break led by
guards Jeff Simpooo and Peter
Bellotti
The team then travelled to
Newport, R.I. on Feb. 17 and
defeated Salve Regina lDO-M. The
lint half was fairly close, but the
Camels put it a_yearly
in the
second half and coaated the real
do the way. The game featured
lICI'8Ppydefenae and soUd play by

center

Don

In the. ...

M1IIa.
to Manbattlllvtlle,

Conn trailed at tile half 36-32 but
staged a strong comeback.
Leading the Comeback waa cocaptain Kevin Copeland, who
deaplte some foul trouble, scored
a season high of 18 poinla, Including tbe hoop tbat tied the
game at the end of regulation
play. Since coming back from a
shoulder
Injury
Mike has
averaged 15.3 pointa per game.
People often fail to recognize
the contribution of the players
are not in the starting lineup. Jon
Perry has been in double figures
in the last three ball games and
has made some' clutch basketa
conoingoff the bench: Cosch Loce
has gotten dependable rebounding from Jim Utwin and Mitch
Pine, and llRIgh defense from
Andy Rawson.
Conn has
three
games
remaining. They play Feb. 28 at
Medgar Evers, March 1 they
meet Mohegan at heme, and the
season's
finale
is against
Manbattanville;
at home, on
March 4.
Nat _on
Coon will be the
hoot team tor the lint 8IIDIIaI

March 4
9:30 Lambdin
10:30 Marshall

vs Park I
I vs Freeman

II

II

March 5
8:30 Morrlsson I vs K.B. I
10:30 Smith-Burdick
I vs Wright
March 6
8:30 Larrabee

vs wlndhem-Harknesa

II

Wiialer IDVltationai Tournament.
Participating teams will be the
Coaat
Guard
Academy,
Barrington
College
and
Framingham State. ThIs, along
with the succeasful season this
year,
shows
that
men's
basketball
has made great
strides here at Conn, which is a
tribute to Cooch Loce and the
nine players, whOlll with the two
currently injured players, will all
return nest season.

cant. from p. 7
University
or Plant College
might be good.
There are a few gooa t/llDgs at
Conn. Either the disenchanteds
do not realize wbat they bave
here, or they do not persevere,
or they do not value highly some
very important things. Is it reaily
eo terrible to have been at Connecticut College for four years,
and to have only gotten out of it
one inspiring course, one encouraging professor, and one Ufe
long friend? Maybe I'm just a
cynic and bave my priorities
mt~p.

Gliders Club
The New England Bushwhacker hang gliders
have invited us to form a club and join them to fly
the hills and mountains of New England and
elsewhere. The Bushwhacker's School of Hang
Gliding will give reduced rates for participating
groups. A number of us from central and southeastern Connecticut already have glided the hills of
New Hampshire. Once a club in south-eastern
Connecticut has been established, we may consider
purchasing a kite or two.
Information,
For additional
contact:
Robert
Brookes, Box 1402, Connecticut College, New
I nndon Conn. 06320 442-5391,ext. 346.
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